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HOW WE WANT 
TO CHANGE 

ADVERTISING?

STATUE OF 
LIBERTY IN 

LONDON?
THIS IS HOW 

WE WANT TO 
DO IT.



CVO of Baxo.io

Baxo's vision is to become an industry leader in AR advertising 
technology, bridging the gap between advertisers and AR publishers
using blockchain technology.

„
„



OVERVIEWOVERVIEW
Overview subtitle if needed..

Mission Technology

Advertising in AR is very different than regular 
ads. While we are used to see ads in the form of 
banners, popping windows or on the side of sites, AR 

ads can be displayed in the real world on anything, in 
any place, and blend in with the actual surrounding. 

Imagine a building window that shows a 
video, or a street sign converted by a cola 
ad.
Baxo developed unique advertising 
techniques in AR. 

BaXo is a decentralized ad exchange for AR platforms, 
with unique advertising technologies for AR.  BaXo
uses blockchain technology to create an efficient and 

transparent solution.  Its key advantages--
decentralization and security--offer tremendous 
potential for reordering the Internet landscape.

Our goal is to provide a focused solution for 
advertisers to collaborate with AR ad 
publishers in the rapidly growing AR space. 







WHY AR?WHY AR?
It’s simple. Because everyone know the future is now. 
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Virtual and Augmented 
Reality Are Ripe for the 
Enterprise

„…Other signs, such as the number of 
downloads of virtual reality (VR) apps 
also indicate VR is gaining momentum…”

2018 will be a big year for 
augmented reality – but 2021 
will be bigger
„Augmented reality is about to have 
its biggest year yet in 2018, with some 
major stars aligning in recent 
months.”
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AD TYPESAD TYPES
How you can adjust reality to your own needs



Non-Deformable Moving Objects
BaXo algorithms detect the moving object’s geometry as well as separately identify 
the main outdoor parts, meaning windows, wheels, doors, etc. 



Virtual Characters
Baxo Virtual Character Ads (bVC) are interactive ads installed via digital characters (a person or a cartoon hero, digitally 
implanted into the AR space within the app) in 3rd-party apps that use these characters as part of their offering. 



Static Geometry
Ads that are placed on static objects, that is, building windows, street signs, etc. Predefined static 
geometry is initially detected, then matched with the type of ad. 



Screens and Billboards
Replace outdoor video advertising real-estate or indoor monitors/LCDs. Similar in their structure to bSGs, however the 
algorithms used to detect the area to be replaced are more complex, given the video movement inside the rectangular 
shapes. 



Deformable Moving Objects
People are a good example of “moving deformable objects”. Baxo technology can identify moving, deformable 
objects and recognize the type of object while in motion, that is, a person, a dog, etc.



Partial Object Replacement
It can then replace only the sub-object with the related ad.  Take the Statue of Liberty as an example. 
Baxo algorithms can replace the torch with a cola bottle or ice cream cone.
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Interactive ads installed via digital characters 
(a person or a cartoon hero, digitally implanted 
into the AR space within the app) in 3rd-party 
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Static Geometry
Ads that are placed on static objects, that 
is, building windows, street signs, etc. 
Predefined static geometry is initially 
detected, then matched with the type of ad. 

Screens
and Billboards
Replace outdoor video advertising real-estate or 
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the area to be replaced are more complex, given 
the video movement inside the rectangular shapes. 



Virtual Characters

Deformable
Moving Objects
People are a good example of “moving 
deformable objects”. Baxo technology 
can identify moving, deformable objects 
and recognize the type of object while in 
motion, that is, a person, a dog, etc.

Partial Object 
Replacement
It can then replace only the sub-object 
with the related ad.  Take the Statue of 
Liberty as an example. Baxo algorithms 
can replace the torch with a cola bottle 
or ice cream cone.



CROWDSALECROWDSALE
Crowdsale subtitle if needed…



CROWDSALECROWDSALE
Dated Dec 10th 2017, the following values are our most updated  calculations:

Token allocation Fund distribution



CROWDSALECROWDSALE



ROADMAPROADMAP
How we want to achieve all that things...



Ads in AR R&D… (Ongoing)

• Develop and build new AR ad types
• Maintain research and development and adapt to market 

need

Research

• Business opportunity research
• Functionality and feasibility of the solution

Develop AR Apps Prototypes
• Develop several prototype AR applications
• Test real-time using AR-ready smartphones

AR Ad Exchange POC
• Create real-time AR ads
• Test live using the AR Apps prototypes
• Improve visibility and control
• Enhance algorithms and in-depth calculations Baxo Platform Prototype

Blockchain POC & Initial AR Ads
• Blockchain POC (proof-of-concept): Exchange bidding system between 

advertisers and publishers based on campaigns and locations
• AR Ad Exchange POC: Location-based contract systems which provides 

parties registration and interaction with AR ad

Token Crowdsale

Jul '17

Apr '18

Nov '17

Jun '17

Sep '16



Apr ‘19

Jul ‘19

Dec ‘18 Baxo Platform Prototype
• Product POC: The BaXo AR SDK Platform
• Generating market attraction and 
• strategic business partnerships
• Obtain relevant business opportunities with advertisers and agencies
• Secure multi-app 2-3-year term ad space lease with top AR apps
• Creating BaXo’s decentralized exchange
• Complete implementation of the AR ad platform

BaXo v1 Improvements

Baxo v1 Launch & Market Adoption 
• Incentivize AR Platforms and apps to integrate BaXo Blockchain solution
• Launch a complete-operational decentralized location-based exchange
• Allow full engagement for actual players within the Blockchain
• Launch all parties' portals and DApps

Baxo 2.0 Release
• Expanding the publisher interaction with the ads provided to the users
• Includes the user interaction directly with advertisers

Token CrowdsaleApr '18

Mar ‘19



TEAMTEAM
Team of highly experienced business and Blockchain professionals



TEAMTEAM


